TRUSSLOX SAFETY GUIDELINES
READ PRIOR TO TRUSSLOX SPREADER BAR INSTALLATION:

1. TrussLox Spreader Bars are intended for temporary truss bracing ONLY.
2. TrussLox Spreader Bars do NOT prevent lateral sway of trusses. Follow truss manufacturers recommendation for truss sway prevention.
3. Do NOT walk or stand on TrussLox Spreader Bars – this tool is NOT a step.
4. Prior to TrussLox Spreader Bar installation, inspect each tool for cracks, wear, and/or compromised areas. Dispose of any damaged tools.
5. The screw holes on the top portion of the TrussLox Spreader Bars may be utilized for additional securing purposes on truss members.
6. Set each truss into correct position and secure TrussLox Spreader Bar as shown in the instructional video on our website at www.trusslox.com.
7. The industry standard is 9 to 10 feet for temporary truss bracing, spacing TrussLox Spreader Bars at top chord(s) to reduce bowing of truss member(s). Install permanent lateral bracing according to truss manufacturer’s specifications. Additional TrussLox Spreader Bars may be used for bottom chord alignment.
8. Use caution when removing TrussLox Spreader Bars from truss members. Do NOT drop from roof. TrussLox Spreader Bars is designed with a nose hole that may be used for lowering tools safely from the roof to the floor with a rope or cable.

TrussLox Limited Warranty:
TrussLox LLC works diligently to provide the highest quality of products that are free of manufacturing defects. If the end user experiences a product failure within ninety days (90) of purchase, the end user may request a Warranty Review by emailing info@trusslox.com. The end user will be required to send photos of whole product and of the compromised area. If TrussLox engineers requires the product to be returned, the end user can ship the product prepaid, along with the product proof of purchase receipt, to TrussLox headquarters. TrussLox LLC engineers will inspect and evaluate the product to determine cause of the defect. If the product is deemed as a manufacturer defect, and within the limited warranty terms, TrussLox LLC will replace the product at no additional charge.